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Stakes raised in Iraq
Clinton strengthens U.S. message
by sending 45 planes to Middle East
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Strengthening his hand In the standoff with
Iraq, President Clinton ordered a
fresh buildup of U.S. firepower
in the Persian Gulf on Tuesday
even as signs emerged of an
accelerated push for a diplomatic
solution.
Clinton told the Air Force to
dispatch six of its F-117 stealth
fighters, six B-52 long-range
bombers and four refueling
planes. Pentagon officials said
the decision was based in part on
a heightened state of alert by
Iraq's air defenses.
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The White House announced Tuesday that six of the radar-evading 'stealth' aircraft - like the one pictured in this file photo - were being deployed to the Kuwait City Airport from their home base in New
Mexico.

Chemical found
in city's water
□ The city of Bowling
Green may take action
against the manufacturer
of Atraazine, the chemical found in BG's drinking water.
By MELISSA REUTHER
TheBC News
Traces of a farm chemical
known as Atraazine have been
found in Bowling Green's drinking water, and the city may decide to take action to retrieve lost
funds.
Recently, the city was requested to participate in a class
action suit against the manufacturer of the farming products
containing the toxic chemical.
Legal counsel from Ohio, Alabama and Georgia have formed
an alliance to recover some of the
monies lost by the city in an attempt to remove the chemical
from the water supply.
At the city council meeting
Monday, the possibility of parti-

cipation in the suit was mentioned by Ward One councilwoman Sarah Ogdahl and City Attorney Mike Marsh.
According to Marsh, legal
council has promised to absorb
all costs involved in the suit.
"The attorneys that have undertaken this suit feel so strongly
that they are willing to work on a
percentage of the money that
they win."
Previously, representatives of
the manufacturer had said the
Atraazine would break down in
water and would not cause any
harm.
The Environmental Protection
Agency has banned the use of the
farm chemical because it does
not react as it was represented
to.
Marsh feels the city should cooperate in the suit, since there is
a possibility of recovering some
of the expenditures made by the
city to remove the chemical.
In other council action, Mayor
Wes Hoffman refused the recommendation to ammend his

A U-2 surveillance plane flew
over Iraq without incident ~ despite Iraqi threats - and the Pentagon said at least one more mission would be flown this week.
The fresh warplanes are to arrive in the region by the end of
the week, officials said.
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said the president also authorized Gen. Anthony Zinni,
commander of U.S. forces in the
Middle East, to send up to 30'
other warplanes - including F-1S
and F-16 fighters and B-l
bombers - if he deemed it necessary.
• The president's national secu-
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By ROCHELLE CONVERSE
TheBC News

in terms of culture and civilization He believes that the conflict
is not between the rich and poor,
but between different civilization units. He believes the idea
that the spread of popular culture and consumer goods
throughout the world represents
the triumph of Western civilization depreciates the strength of
other cultures.
Huntington also believes that
one superpower cannot manage
the world, but believes that too

The history, culture and traditions of Native American life
were captured in song, storytelling and through a visual presentation held on campus Monday.
Jack Gladstone, a Blackfeet
Indian and great-grandson of
Chief Red Crow, shared stories,
which date back to Native American times before colonialism
and when buffalos were numerous on the Northern Plains
region of Montana.
"We are all from tribe backgrounds," he said. "All of us were
living much closer in our tribal
communities with the earth than
we are now."
As Gladstone shared images of
the past, he touched on some of
the significant periods of history
that altered the existence of
Native American life.
With the advent of the fur
trade, the Hudson Bay Fur Co.,
one of the most powerful companies nearly 200 years ago, was
interested in what Gladstone
called "furrency."
"There was a deterioration of
the spiritual culture with the introduction of the trade culture,"
he said. "By the year 1884 or
1885, there were no more wild
buffalo left on the Plains." As the
trading industry changed Native

• See BOOK, page five.

• See NATIVE, page five.
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Andrea Chapman, a senior environmental health major, attempts to collect a water sample from a
frozen Peregrine Pond yesterday.

'Civilizations' sparks debate at cultural lecture
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
"Wars of Civilization" may
sound like the latest 'aliens try to
conquer earth' movie but it really
was a book and debate that questioned the state of the world's
culture. Samuel Huntington's
new book, "Civilizations," was
debated in a cultural lecture in
the Student Union Monday.

Sponsored by the department
of ethnic studies and the American Culture Studies program,
Martin Potschka spoke on Huntington's book. He discussed
Huntington's thesis and its implications.
Huntington is an Albert J.
Weatherhead III professor at
Harvard University. He is also
the director of the John M. Olin
Institute for Strategic Studies

History,
traditions
shared by
speaker
□ Monday's presentation on Native American culture is enlightened with song and story telling.
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• See CITY, page five.

□ Book brings in discussion on world culture, future implications.

rity adviser, Sandy Berger, said
the addition of U.S. aircraft,
pushing the total to more than
300 in the Gulf region, was a precautionary step - not a signal
that Clinton had concluded a military clash was inevitable.
"This is part of our effort to be
prepared in a prudent way for
any contingency that may arise
in the region," Berger said at the
White House.
The United States had about
1,700 combat aircraft in the Gulf
during the 1991 war against Iraq.
Berger said the buildup was
not related to a U-2 surveillance
flight over Iraq Tuesday.

and the chairman of the Harvard
Academy for International Area
Studies.
Huntington's thesis is the idea
that the politics of civilizations,
the people and governments of
non-Western civilization no
longer remain the objects of his
targets of Western colonialism,
but join the West as the movers
and shapers of history. He disagrees with the idea that culture
is identified by the consumption
of material goods. He believes
that the heart of a culture involves language, religion, values,

and traditions. Potschka spent
most of the lecture evaluating
Huntington's thesis and concluded that he does not support
the majority of Huntington's
ideas. "Intellectually, this is
bogus," he said.
Huntington believes that idealogics are dead and that religion
is on the rise.
"We know who we are once we
know who we aren't and we know
who we are against," Potschka
said, quoting Huntington.
In his book, Huntington writes
that countries should be grouped

NAACP to promote teamwork at Extravaganza
□ Chapter president Kisha Jones said the event
will foster connection between cultures and encourage teamwork.
By ROCHELLE CONVERSE
The BG News
Celebrating culture while addressing national issues of concern, the NAACP will host one of

its largest events this weekend.
The Mr. and Mrs. NAACP
Extravaganza is in its second
year at the University, but is a
nationally recognized event at
other chapters across the nation.
Kisha Jones, campus chapter

president of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, said the event
not only fosters a connection between multicultural students on
campus, but also promotes
teamwork.
"It's to encourage selfdiscovery and awareness of issues on the national front, as well
as celebrate the beauty and con-

MbuttaU of cultural heritage,"
she said.
The extravaganza, to be held
Saturday, will include team competitions and contestants will be
judged on a variety of skills such
as creativity, research, artistic
expression and teamwork.
The two teams competing have
written a research paper on a
topic previously selected by the

Jones added that they also are
organization and will perform a
skit to coincide with the contents meant to educate the audience
and members of issues existing
of the paper.
This year, the two topics in- in society.
"Just becoming aware of
clude "Health Awareness Among
Minorities" and "Stop the Vio- health, becoming aware of our
surroundings. Like 'Stop the Violence, Start the Love."
Corey Minor, NAACP chapter lence, Start the Love,' although
adviser, said the research topics it's not a problem here in Bowlare those the NAACP is involved
• See NAACP, page five.
with at the national level.
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Rape prevention is society's responsibility
Women are expected to be
sexually available, but not In
control of their own sexuality ."
Despite the leaps and bounds
women have made since the
sexual revolution, sexual controversies still plague modern
women. 1 believe we are a( a time
where society still dictates
private interactions and their
connotations.
This can lead to sticky situations. I'd like to focus on one
particularly: The issue of having
sex. not because you want to.
but because you have to —
commonly referred to as rape.
The kind of rape I'm speaking of
is not a man in a black mask
Jumping out in an dark alley.
" More than likely, it's someone
who Is not a complete stranger.
The statistics I've researched
place acquaintance rape as 85%
of all rapes. A well-known survey
(Ms. '85) reported that one In
every twelve men admitted to
having tried to force a woman to
have intercourse through physical force or coercion. The worst
part is — none of the men
identified themselves as rapists. I
think this is because of the

NATALIE MILLER
connotations of
rape and rapists
that have been
perpetuated
(think masked
man). No one
thinks of people
they know as
capable of that
kind of atrocity.
There has always been a gray
area in sexual politics where men
and women cannot agree. Or not
communicate. It comes down to
basic sexual differences and
gender expectations. Men tend to
take more aggressive roles, and
women, although most are
assertive, do not always convey
their intentions, or lack thereof.
There are many reasons for
mlscommunicatlon. Some men
find it sexually exciting when a
woman struggles. Some women
don't say anything when they are
uncomfortable with the situation.
Men may plan to have sex with a
woman, even if he has to force
the Issue. Women have been

discouraged from experimenting
with their sexuality, and therefore may not be as assertive
about what they want.
A booklet called ""Friends
Raping Friends — Could It
happen to you?" made some
Interesting remarks. For men:
"Your desires may be beyond
your control, but your actions
are within your control. Sexual
excitement does not Justify forced
sex."
For women: "Women have
been socialized to believe that sex
means they will be swept away
with the emotion of the moment,
or that they can make out and
decide whether to say "yes' or 'no'
later." For both: Clarify your
intentional
It's not a matter of liking sex.
It's about how It's presented.
Analogy time: I may like mashed
potatoes, but If someone tells me
to eat them. I'll be reluctant.
If they try to shove them down
my throat. I'll feel violated and
upset. Your choices and actions
should always be on your own
terms. Rape is about losing that
option. Rape is not about an
enjoyable sexual experience. It's

about trying to block every
second of It from your mind.
Like anything traumatic, it
affects the person who is the
victim. If someone can take
something so personal from you,
you can feel like your whole
perception of personal power Is
gone. And you may know someone who's had this experience.
Maybe they don't talk about it.
Maybe they think it's their fault,
because they were drunk or have
some other excuse to explain
how this could have happened.
Sex under the Influence Is a
popular extracurricular activity
in college. Although this Is not
inherently bad. it affects your
Judgment. It affects your inhibitions. It might make you less
careful. In this big bad world.
there are people who will take
advantage of that to get something they want. Some people
don't have that premeditated
intention, but it happens anyway. They don't listen. (What
don't you understand about NO?)
It Is a fact that rape Is often
not reported. The FBI estimates
that only one in ten is reported.
So for the two rapes that were

reported a few weeks ago, how
more into account than if It were
many happened?
Just a simple attack. It's a
And why does it have to be the complete violation of trust and a
burden of the victim? Not only
lack of respect for the wishes of
were they violated, but they are another individual.
too scared or traumatized to
It doesn't matter what time It
pursue It further.
was. I won't consider what she
You can hear the statistics
was wearing or If she was under
and be shocked. But then you
the Influence. The fact is that In
put It to the back of your mind. some man's mind, she was his to
But to me. it creeps back. It
have sex with.
makes me look around and the
Ask those who've seen It.
guys I know and think, who can Heard It. Lived it. Then tell
be trusted? It's hard to know
yourself it won't happen to you
someone outside of the situation (or someone who you love).
you met them in.
I can see how the concept of
Rape prevention Is not walking rape Is oppressive to women. Not
in pairs. Its not better lights. It's only If It happens to you. but
not staying in rather than going that the threat Is always a
out alone.
possibility. Everyone says to be
It's about preventing rape
more careful. What they don't see
from happening. Those lights
Is that for rape to be eradicated,
outside aren't much help when
changes must be made socially.
messing around goes farther
It's about communicating, and
than you want It to.
not allowing individual rights to
And you may be walking in a be destroyed.
pair — with the guy who doesn't
Natalie Miller can be reached at
plan on leaving until he gets
annemil @bgnet. The booklet "Friends
some. You could stay In and have Raping Friends" can be found at
some people stop by. You may
www.cs.utk.edu/-bartleylacquaint/
end up fighting one of them off in acquaintRape.htmllthow.
your own room.
Acquaintance rape has to take

Letters to the Editor
Should students grade teachers?
be perceived as significant? Those who
have the fortitude to provide longwinded responses should be given
closer consideration. Are those who
are able to provide answers represeninstructors.
tative of the entire class? My intuition
tells me "no."
To adequately satisfy the
Given the questionable nature of
demands of the task, we are
the assumptions stated above, it seems
required to compare our teachers
reasonable to question the integrity of
against learning experiences of the
the evaluation system. Should
past. Through our education, most
students be invited to provide
students develop a model of an
excellent teacher.
evaluative comments at the conclusion
Underlying the task of evaluaof the semester?
tion, however, rests several implicit
Most students who are interested in
assumptions. Because most of these their education probably have a strong
assumptions are never given explicit opinion to this question. Students for
Quality Education (SQE) have decided
attention, it is important to review
some of them.
this issue needs to be formally
First, it is important to recognize addressed. If you would like to
provide your opinion, join us at 4 p.m.
that the input students provide to
Nov. 19 in the Ohio Suite of the union
the educational process rests on a
single, anonymous evaluation.
discuss the issue. We hope to see you
There are several admirable reasons there.
for keeping the process anonymous. Bob Hausmann
SQE Vice President
However, if a teacher is doing
something important or laudable,
why would the student wait until
the end of the semester to give his or
her opinion?
If a technique or an assignment is
particularly effective, then the
The evening news flashes the
teacher should receive immediate
face of a man we now all love to
feedback If we wait until the end of
hate. It seems that yet again, we
the semester to bring this point to
are In conflict with a certain
order, it may be too late to reinstate
Iraqi that won't let the almighty
this activity in the same classroom
U.S. in his front door.
again. Or, stated negatively, what
It seems as if we will soon be
would become of a classroom if the
on our way to another conflict
students were dissatisfied with their with Saddam Hussein. Our
teacher?
government is obsessed with
Students should feel free to voice
ending Saddam's Influence
their concerns as the semester is in
throughout the Middle East.
progress Providing constructive
Once again, the United States
criticism can help all parties
will strap on the pig costumes
involved. From this assumption, we
and play International police.
can draw two conclusions: First, a
OUT*, olruc. otnk!
more effective method of evaluation
Why the uproar? Yeah, this
should occur more frequently; or
guy has got a load of weapons
second, students and teachers
that we don't want as a threat to
should develop open lines of
the U.S. and the world. But.
communication early in the semesquite a few other countries are
ter
equipped with weapons such as
The second assumption is that
these.
students spend reflective time
The U.S. is bound to have
completing the answers to the
banned weapon's systems In
questions Often the forms are
their possession. No one can do a
administered at the conclusion of
thing about that, it's nice to be
dam Students who are eager to
the cop. But what rule makes us
leave forfeit deep, analytical
the good guy? Why is it that we
feedback to skip 10 to 15 minutes of
can have weapons and other
class.
countries can't? Why doesn't
If students are not willing to
someone Inspect us?
spend the time providing detailed
The Issue with most Is that
evaluations, why should the input
As the semester rapidly reaches
Us end, students are faced with a
task that is not considered trivial.
Each of us are called upon to
evaluate the performance of our

U.S. plays international pig police again
Saddam might Just be crazy
enough to use these weapons.
And his not wanting U.S. officials
to inspect for such weapons has
everyone a little paranoid. Many of
you might think the use of force is
necessary to end Saddam's radical
ways, and to get the Iraqi's to
submit to the United States.
Here's a bit of a news flash:
We've already tried that once and
it didn't work. Saddam has so
much hidden underground that
only a large scale ground attack Is
worth attempting. This will result
in a great deal of casualties to
American and Iraqi troops and
innocent civilians. We won't be
able to have another Gulf War
with the ratio of casualties so
greatly In our favor. But we have
to protect the world.
The reason for this Is that the
underground weapons sites are
not possible to bomb effectively
with an air attack. The missiles do
not penetrate deep enough Into
the terrain to wipe out the facilities.
However, the casualties would
be so severe, we must stop this
before it comes down to bloodshed. We as a nation must

question our own motives and
work toward a peaceful solution
to this problem. Blood, blood,
blood. Our government won't
attack unless tt will make them
look good. They're not sure yet.
so no war.
We may be offended that the
Iraqi government won't let us
search for weapons, but why not
trust other nations to do the Job
for us? This would result In the
preservation of human life.
Do you really think the UN.
Security Council wants to see
Saddam stockpile Illegal weapons? Let someone else pick up
the billy club and govern the
International community for a
while. Keep our asses out of war.
We must stop being so "pigheaded" and let someone else
share the load.
Well actually, other countries
have searched for weapons for
us. They're called the U.N. and
they .with our Inspectors fled
Iraq. Now there are no Inspectors,
and a lot of weapons can be
made.
We should still push for the
inspectors from the U.S. to be
allowed into Iraqi facilities, but Is

-- -
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Chad King
and Bi LRoser
It worth the shed
of human blood?
We cannot let
ourselves be
provoked into
war by this man.
He is waiting,
wanting conflict
with the U.S. War
should mil be
waged over
something so trivial.
Saddam's bluntness also has
me a little worried. He Is either
prepared to use his arsenal of
Inhumane and massive weapons,
or he knows something that we
don't. An alliance with another
powerful nation could pose a
huge problem to .the U.S.
Our allies aren't backing us all
the way right now, and a conflict
with more than one nation would
prove costly. Once again, we
must avoid being provoked.
To Just clear a few things up:
1) Saddam Is bad. 2) He and his
soldiers will die In the name of

their God. 3) Our soldiers will
die for...(The country, baby!) 4)
We have only two ships in the
Gulf. 5) We are not supported
by the U.N. 6) We are scared.
We are all at least a little
unnerved by the recent happenings in the Middle East.
Troops are being shifted and
weapons stockpiled. But one
thing that we must all bear In
mind Is that war is bad. Killing
another human being is wrong.
Saddam knows what he Is
doing. He definitely has
nuclear capabilities. Believe
me. he Is prepared, and knows
what he will do in the time of a
crisis.
We shouldn't risk the lives
of soldiers, civilians and
possibly the human race Itself
over an Inspection. But most
Importantly, we must put
down the billy club, throw in
our badge and take off the pig
costume in the name of world
peace.
Chad King and Bill Roser can be
reached at kingcha@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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FACT:
77ir on/y /aurf mammal that cannot jump
is an elephant.

THREE

FICTION:
Drunt BGSU students can jump and they
never end up falling.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"What do you think about the
University's decision to have
Veteran's Day off and not the
day before Thanksgiving?"

Wednesday, 11/19/97Omega Psi Phi community
service food drive (9 a.m. 5 p.m.)
Education Building steps.

Food drive collection (9
a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Business Administration lobby.

Krista Zaraks
Senior
Telecommunications

Kittipong Laoprapassor
Graduate student
Business

Patti Immel
Junior
Sociology

Victor Fiorello
Sophomore
Telecommunications

Alia Rakant
International student
Chemistry

"We have never done
this in the past, so why
should we do it now?"

"Everybody goes back
to their families. It may
be a good idea to give
them an extra day to
travel."

"I think it would be
better to keep the
traveling day because
there are a lot of people
from out of town that
need the day to travel."

"I agree, because the
veterans protected our
country and Thanksgiving isn't that
important, anyway."

"I don't see a big
difference in this."

Kappa Delta raffle ticket
sale 110 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Math Science hallway. The raffle is
for a gift certificate!
Ticket sales for the BGSEA
formal dance (10 a.m. -1
p.m.)
1st floor Education Building.

DAT S

OHIO Weather

MICH.

Toledo 40

Mansfield 40

Youngstown | 39" |

]•

Hunger Awareness Week
information (11 a.m. - 2
p.m.)
Union Foyer. Sponsored by
Catholic Student Connection.

UOTE OF

Wednesday, Nov. 19
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

±1

Fundraiser for Dance
Marathon (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Math Science Building foyer.
Fundraiser will include the sale of
"turkey grams" and promo items.

DAY

"Following 16 months of unprecedented investigation, we must now
report that no evidence has been
found which would indicate that a
criminal act was the cause."

La Mesa Oblicua Lecture
Series: "Searching for the
native identity" (11:30
a.m. -12:30 p.m.)
Ohio Suite, Student Union.
Presented by Dr. Elizabeth Bishop,
instructor in the department of ethnic
studies Sponsored by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.

James Kallstrom

IND.

Television program: "The
Primal Mind" X1A5 p.m.)
Education Building room 303.
November is Native American
Heritage Month. The Office
of Multicultural Activities is sponsoring four closed circuit television
programs. All programs can be
viewed on Channel 3 in all
classrooms on campus. The program
will also be available to viewers in
the room number noted. Please call
372-2343 for more information.

assistant FBI director on investigation of TWA Flight 800 crash
Dayton| 44^

Cincinnati 46°

Columbus 43

1

THUMBS UP

fr^

■ To inspirational singers — for making you realize that
your life isn't so bad.
■ To guys at the Rec — for letting girls play basketball
with them.

±2

Portsmouth I 51

KY

Ethics in teaching (3 p.m.)
103 Business Administration
Building. Dr. Lou Katzner, dean of
the graduate college, will be presenting an informative look at the ethics
involved in teaching. All current
faculty and graduate assistants
would find this a very informative
and helpful seminar. This presentation is sponsored by GCPDP.

■ To good friends — for all the good times.

Showers T-storms Rain

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Sunny Pt. Cloudy

■ To teachers who curve — for understanding that
tests are just too hard at times.

Cloudy

Via Associated Press GmpfucsNet

THUMBS DOWN
■ To surly computer help people — aren't they supposed
to be nice?

Authors and artists
reception (4 p.m.)
Paflister Conference Room, Jerome
Library. Honoring BGSU faculty and
staff authors and artists. Sponsored
by the Friends of the Libraries.

■ To big unidentified bugs — for ruining your appetite
right before you are going to eat.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

■ To classes the day before Thanksgiving — when
something works, don't change it!

Today
Partly cloudy. High: 43. Low: 31.

I To 10-page papers — for making it so hard to create
that much unimportant information.

Thursday
Rain. High: 45. Low: 27.

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at the University. We at The BG News consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those of our staff. Have a nice day.

Tight On Funds? A
Split it With a Friend

FREE

Turkey Club SuperMelt
With the purchase of
another SuperMelt

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY
MIKE!

T>s canon ami ot uw) rfi m* afcRMawv or ofamoMnri aitr
OrVa»cc«ionp"""P«"» ~"»Ja»on.-»• xaao. 6«H

1027 N. Main St.
Bowling Green
Eipira u/30/97

Love,
Jess & Mel

Qjniendlly.%\

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities Included
• space available Immediatley
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Call Newman Housing
for details on hassle-free living!

354-2191

AOITSSAYTHONON!!
WE ARE GOING TO ROCK THE
FLOOR WITH OUR AOn TEAM!
» «

STACY BALSEGA-DANCER
AMY BARR-DANCER
NIKKI HERMAN-DANCER
|| TINASTRICKER-DANCER

p. «

Mentoring (4 p.m.)
103 Business Administration
Building. Dr. Eric Dubow will be
presenting a seminar describing the
mentoring process. This seminar will
be an excellent opportunity to
determine how mentorirg can be a
valuable tool for you.
The calendar of events is a service of The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University xveb page.

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 AM 11PM
Free Coffee and T.V.
REGISTER for MONTHLY PRIZES
and FREE WASH coupons

The Great Pill Giveaway
Thursday , November 20th
One Months birth control pills .,
FREE

••
STACY HUBERT-MORALE CAPTAIN
MELISSA HANN-DANCER RELATIONS CORE
COMMITTEE
AND ALL OF OUR VOLUNTEERS: KRISTALYN,
HEATHER, FRANNIE, KELLY, LAURA, AMANDA,
JENNY, KARA, JODI, MONICA AND KRISTI.
AOn AND DANCE MARATHONIII

New clients under 30 years of age.
Call for an appointment
354 - 3540
(Medical restrictions may apply)
Planned Parenthood
of Northwest Ohio. Inc.
705 Hoskins Rd. Suite C
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419)354-3540
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Militants claim responsibility
Ihe Associated Press
Complied from stall and wife reports

■ PRINCESS DIANA

Diana planned to star in 'Bodyguard' sequel
LOS ANGELES - Princess Diana was discussing a starring
role opposite Kevin Costner in a sequel to the movie "The Bodyguard" before she died, the actor's spokesman confirmed today.
Diana would have played a role loosely based on her life, with
Costner as the bodyguard she falls in love with.
Costner told Premiere magazine about the potential collaboration for a story to be published in January. The New York Post
obtained a copy of the story and reported on it Tuesday.
Stephen Rivers, a spokesman for Costner, confirmed the accuracy of the story to The Associated Press. He had no further
comment.
The actor told Premiere he had begun negotiating with the recently divorced princess more than a year ago, the Post said.
"She said, 'Look, my life is maybe going to become my own at
some point. Go ahead and do this script and when it's ready I'll be
in a really good spot,'" said Costner, who played Whitney Houston's bodyguard In the first film.
Costner said he received a second draft of the movie script
just three days before Diana's Aug. 31 death in a Paris car crash.
"I picked it up and the first 30 pages were totally her," he said.
"It was dignified, sexy, smart, funny - and I couldn't finish. I
stopped. It broke my heart."

LUXOR, Egypt - Militants
blamed for most of the violence
in Egypt's five-year Islamic rebellion claimed responsibility
Tuesday for the revolt's deadliest attack: the massacre of 62
people at an ancient temple
crowded with tourists.
The al-Gamaa al-Islamiya, or
the Islamic Group, said in a faxed
statement that Monday's attack
wasa failed attempt to take hostages to trade for the freedom of
their spiritual leader, a blind E-

gyptian cleric jailed in the
United States for plotting to
bomb New York landmarks.
The sandstone terraces of the
Temple of Hatshepsut were
bloodstained Tuesday, but dozens of tourists warily returned.
Many others were fleeing the
country, however, and agencies
were scrapping tours - spelling
trouble for Egypt's important
tourism industry.
President Hosni Mubarak
visited the temple on the Nile
River's West Bank across from
Luxur to reassure tourists, and

replaced his interior minister,
blaming him for lax security.
Thirty-one of the dead were
Swiss, police said. The others included eight Japanese, five Germans, four Britons - including a
child - a Bulgarian, a Colombian
and a French citizen. Seven of the
dead were still unidentified.
There were 24 people wounded.
Police shot the six attackers as
they tried to escape. Authorities
said one was a member of alGamaa, the group that claimed

responsibility for the attack.
Al-Gamaa has been a main target of police battling a violent
campaign aimed at overthrowing
Mubarak's secular government
and turning Egypt into a strict Islamic state
The government has arrested
and jailed thousands of suspected radicals, put hundreds on trial
and executed 63 people in the
past five years. But al-Gamaa
and similar radical groups are
difficult to fight because of their
small, loosely connected cells.

■ METER-FEEDER

Defense urges reversal of conviction against
woman
CINCINNATI - A woman's fight with the city that began with
her putting coins into other people's parking meters went before
a state appeals court Tuesday.
Sylvia Stayton, 64, was convicted and ordered to pay a $500
fine because she disobeyed a police officer's order Oct. 24,1996,
to stop putting coins into the meters. Her lawyer, David Scacchetti, asked the 1st Ohio District Court of Appeals Tuesday to
throw out Mrs. Stayton's Feb. 6 misdemeanor conviction for obstructing official business.
The conviction was unjust, Scacchetti told appeals Judges
Mark Painter, Robert Gorman and J. Howard Sundermann.
Lisa Allen, an assistant city prosecutor, argued that the conviction and fine should stand. Mrs. Stayton was not sentenced to
jail, although she could have been given up to 90 days behind
bars.
Mrs. Allen argued that police Officer Edward Johnson was doing his job when he ordered Mrs. Stayton, of Fort Mitchell, Ky.,
, to stop putting money into two expired parking meters as he
wrote parking tickets. She denied that Johnson told her what she
was doing violated a city law.
City prosecutors have said they offered to settle the case before it went to trial, but the defense refused. Prosecutors have
said they think the former Cincinnati resident wanted the publicity of a trial.
■ PRISONS

Ohio Legislature tables bill on new regulations
for prisons
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Legislation that would place new regulations on privately operated prisons was pulled off the Senate's
agenda Tuesday after backers complained that last-minute
changes would exempt the only prison currently operating in
Ohio.
Senate sponsor Robert Hagan, D-Youngstown, said the bill was
"dissected and polluted" by amendments that distorted backers'
original intentions to deal with problems at the privately operated prison in Youngstown.
Sen. Louis Blessing, R-Cincinnsti, said he planned to hold one
more committee hearing on the bill in January.
As envisioned by Hagan and fellow Youngstown Democrat
Rep. Ron Gerberry, the legislation - which already has passed in
the House -- would set standards for private prison operators
that want to house out-of-state inmates. It also would have
cleared up uncertainty over whether police had the authority to
arrest escapees since fleeing from a private prison currently is
not a crime in Ohio.
But representatives of Corrections Corp. of America, the
Nashville-based operator of the Northeast Ohio Correctional
Center in Youngstown, said the bill would have unfairly limited
Its ability to operate.
In particular, the company objected to attempts to limit the
types of inmates that could be housed there.
■ POLICEMAN SHOT

Astabula officer dies after chasing robbery
suspect
ASHTABULA, Ohio - A police officer shot several times while
chasing a robbery suspect died early Tuesday, and the man he
confronted was charged with aggravated murder.
Patrolman William D. Glover, 30, died at 6:22 a.m. at
MetroHealth Medical Center in Cleveland, about SO miles west
of Ashtabula, said hospital spokeswoman Arnetta Bell.
Glover was shot Monday afternoon while chasing the 22-yearold suspect on foot, said Ashtabula police Capt. Augustus Powell.

Associated Prcii flic photo

Sitting near a rose she placed in the sand at Smith Point Beach in Fire
Island, N.Y., a woman mourns the loss of some of her friends July 26,
1996, who were part of the TWA Flight 800 flight crew. With fami-

FBI ends probe
in TWA Flight
800 crash
ence.
"Following 16 months of unNEW YORK - After scrutiniz- precedented investigation ... we
ing more than 1 million pieces of must now report that no evidence
wreckage, conducting 7,000 in- has been found which would interviews and spending up to $20 dicate that a criminal act was the
million, the FBI officially pulled cause."
out of the probe into TWA Flight
The Associated Press reported
800 Tuesday, saying the explosion was not caused by a criminal last Wednesday that the FBI had
told families of the 230 victims
act.
Investigators also released a that it would suspend the probe,
videotaped simulation of the jet's turning the investigation over to
last minutes to back up their con- the National Transportation
clusion and explain what scores Safety Board.
of witnesses actually saw when
TWA Flight 800 had just left
the plane plunged into the AtlanKennedy Airport for Paris on
tic Ocean.
"We ran out of things to do," July 17, 1996, when its center
Assistant FBI Director James fuel tank exploded, killing
Kallstrom said at a news confer- everyone aboard. It broke apart
The Associated Press

Gun collector testifies In Nichols trial
The Associated Press
DENVER - An Arkansas gun
collector testified Tuesday that a
masked gunman in camouflage
gear bound his eyes and body
with duct tape and stole nearly 70
weapons in a 1994 robbery that
prosecutors say financed the Oklahoma City bombing.
Roger E. Moore, 62, told jurors
at Terry Nichols' trial he could
not identify the gunman, but
prosecutors say the masked man
was Nichols.
Defense attorney Michael Ti-

gar has questioned whether the
robbery really happened, pointing out that Timothy McVeigh,
already convicted in the bombing, was a friend of Moore and
Karen Anderson, Moore's girlfriend and business partner.
Prosecutor say Nichols committed the Nov. 5, 1994, robbery
so the weapons could be sold to
raise money for the April 19,
1995. bombing, which killed 168
people.
Earlier Tuesday, Ms. Anderson
acknowledged that a Ruger Mini
30-7.62X39 she reported stolen

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY!
BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER A WOOSTER
354-6500
354-6500
THANK YOUI
THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!

NEWLOVE RENTALS
•Undergraduate Housing
•Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
•Full-Time Maintence Service!
•Pets permitted in some rentals!
Stop by our office for a copy of our 19981999 Housing Guide and we will go through the
brouchure with you to find you the ideal home!
MFWT°VF
328 S. |Main
St.
1>JJ< Vy Ls \ J-i
office)
Rentals
352-5620
(our on y
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These are views taken from a CIA animation of what witnesses may
have seen in the sky when TWA Flight 800 exploded off of Long Island
in 1996.
at 13,700 feet and crashed into thought were a missile.
the ocean 10 miles off Long
Investigators concluded that
Island.
the witnesses actually were seeing the crippled plane Itself,
Kallstrom showed the CIA- several seconds after the initial
produced videotape, with its explosion. The sound of the blast
computer-generated recreation reached them later, making them
of the disaster, to explain why think they were watching the be244 eyewitnesses reported ginning of the disaster instead of
streaks of light that some its end, the FBI concluded.
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lies of victims looking on, the FBI announced in New York Tuesday
that the criminal investigation of the crash found no proof that terrorism brought down the ill-fated flight.
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he stared at the witness.
Moore identified several of the
weapons found in Nichols' house
three days after the bombing, including a .22 Hornet Winchester
rifle Moore's father gave him
some 37 years ago. Moore said
the serial number on a custommade .S0-caliber rifle was the
same as a .S0-caliber rifle that
was stolen.
On the morning of the robbery,
Moore said, he had just left his
house to feed the farm animals
when he heard a man say, "Lay
on the ground."

Sign Up Now!
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments

GREENDRIAR, INC.
352-0717

2
with Cheese

l

A

actually was registered to Nichols. The gun's serial number
was identical on Nichols' purchase record and on a list of
serial numbers of stolen
weapons.
Tigar asked: "Isn't it a fact that
this list you prepared is a fraud?"
"No, it Is not," Ms. Anderson
replied, placing her forehead on
crossed arms on the witness
stand and looking down at a computer screen. Nichols pursed his
lips.
As Moore described the robbery, Nichols' jaw dropped and

with Pepperonl

MEDIUM
PIZZA

No tuMBtuBom Round pLin's only Limn 4 pun's Valid it mis Lima Caasars locations only
Carryoul only. No Dlronai Sorry, no rain chacKs

GREENBRIAR, INC.
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

„ours.

Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sarurday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.
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Continued from page one.

wilderness, (there was) a break
from the action."
"Then the fury occured once
again," he said.

American life, there was a "fair
trade," Gladstone said, when alcohol and the "abuse of alcohol"
Gladstone told of broken and
was introduced into Native
American life. Alcohol was "ex- altered treaties designed to adchanged" for tobacco, two ele- vance the economic interests of
ments he considers to be harm- that time.
As a descendant of a Blackfeet
ful.
Gladstone also shared the sig- chief, Gladstone's stories were
nificance of different animals in passed down to him by his
Native American culture such as grandmother. His storytelling is,
in part, his way of maintaining
the wolf, buffalo and bear.
While telling the creation story the history and culture of his
in a song "Changing Woman," he people.
showed pictures of the American
In his final song, he shared picWest and the Plains region.
tures of Native American life.
As part of his historical narraAs he sang "When the land betive, he touched on the role of the longed to God," he showed picNavajo language during World tures of paintings which capWar II in "Navajo Code Talkers," tured the days of the West in the
and sang about changes that late 1800s.
occured before and after the CivThe paintings, by Charlie Rusil War.
"There was a kind of pause in sell, were re-creations that
the action during the Civil War chronicled life during that time
when so much energy was con- for those who would never be
sumed in lives and money be- able to experience it.
"Charlie Russell was able to
tween the big war between the
North and South," he said. "For see the last fleeting days of the
all our Indian peoples out in the West," he said.
BG Ntwi PhcKe by Cynthia Ut Shccklcr

NAACP

lack Gladstone performs Monday at the Student Union.

Continued from page one.

CITY

ing Green," Jones said. "It is in
the big cities we're from, like
Cleveland, Columbus or Cincinnati."
After the teams complete the
1,000 word essay and perform
their skit before the audience,
they will then be asked four
questions by the judges.
Questions are designed to test
the contestants' knowledge of the
subject. They will also be judged
on the skit that is performed as a
team.
"It's a time to show unity
among members," Minor said.
The seven contestants competing include one team of four and
one of three.
Although team collaboration
and performance are the
strongest components for the
evening, each contestant will
perform independently during
the "Promote Yourself" part of
the competition.
Individual talents will be dis-

Continued from page one.
committee members in their
consideration of a $13 million
community center.
"I am perfectly happy to add to
the list, but I will not take anyone
off. Of course they are biased they want the community
center," Hoffman said.
The center has not been formally proposed according to
Council President Joyce M. Kepke.
If the center is constructed according to the current plans, it
would contain an Olympic-size
swimming pool, ice skating rink,
exercise equipment and day
care.
In other action, council:
■ Tabled an ordinance approving the transportation revisions
to the Master Plan. The plan
deals with the extension of Scon
Hamilton Avenue.

■ Approved a motion to redefine "canopy sign" to agree with
current technological advances.
■ Approved the redefining of
"adult family home" and "adult
group home" to one general definition.
■ Adopted an ordinance accepting the annexation of approximately 11 acres of land in
Plain township.
■ Approved an ordinance providing supplemental appropriations for the current expenses
for the city of Bowling Green for
the year of 1997.
■ Approved an ordinance providing temporary appropriations
for the current expenses for the
city of Bowling Green for the
year of 1998.

played to include poetry, singing,
dancing and other creative talents.
Students from Robertson Junior High School will provide entertainment after the competition. They will sing and dance to
several songs including "Stomp"
and "I Believe I Can Fly."
The two winners for the evening will win the title of Mr. and
Mrs. NAACP and a runner-up
team will be selected. Awards
will also be given for the outstanding contestant and outstanding team.
Award recipients will be given
scholarships that will be funded
by a dance to be held this Friday
in the Eppler North gymnasium
from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. The extravaganza will be in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m.
Tickets will be on sale this
Wednesday and Thursday in the
Union foyer from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. and are available at each
event.

Reception to honor
local authors, artists
□ The Friends of
BGSU Libraries host
the annual Friends Authors and Artists Reception today.
ByMATTGERACI
The BG News
One key to maintaining University excellence is to honor
those that go above and
beyond the call of duty.
The Friends of BGSU Libraries will host the annual
Friends Authors and Artists
Reception in the Pallister Conference Room at Jerome Library today from 4-6 p.m.
They will honor 43 of the
University's faculty and staff
who are also authors, artists,
editors, journal editors, performers and composers.
More than 530 people have
been honored over the past 16
years since the award was
started.
Linda Dobb, dean of the libraries, couldn't be more excited about the event.
"This is a good way to
expand our national reputation with our scholarly work,"
she said.
According to Dobb, the
honor consists of a certificate

BOOK
Continued from page one.
many independent powers make
the world unruly.
Throughout the lecture, Potschka questioned Huntington's
ideas. He believes Huntington
contradicts himself and that the
record he produces does not relate to his rhetoric.
"It makes me wonder to what
extent he believes what he says,"
Dr. Potschka said.
Potschka believes that Hun-

of appreciation and, for the
first time, pins in the shape of
the Jerome Library.
In addition to the regular
awards, she spoke of a "top
secret" award given to
someone from the Bowling
Green community for their
commitment to University excellence.
Those to be recognized thl«
year include:
John ilalistreri, Janet liallweg,
Dr. Burton Beerman, Dr. M. Neil
Browne and Pat Browne.
Dr. Alice Calderoncllo. Dr. Sue
Carter-Simmons. Todd Childers,
Bradford Clark and Dr. Wallace
DePue.
Marcelle Dupay, Dr. Bruce Edwards, Dr. Douglas J. Forsyth, Dr.
Richard Gebhardt and Dr. Christopher Geist.
Dr. Rebecca Green, Dr. Jane L.
Harvill, Dr. Stuart Keeley, Dr.
Tom Klein and Dr. Ray Laakaniemi.
Dr. Steven Lab, Dr. Richard
Lineback, Dr. Michael T. Martin,
Dr. Wendell Mayo and Howard
McCord.
Shawn Morin, Tom Muir, Dr.
Donna Nelson-Beene, Dr. Jaak
Panksepp and Dr. Ellen Frankel
Paul.
Dr. Linda Pertusati, Dr. E. San
Juan Jr., Dr. Jack Santino, Dr. Alison Scott and Dr. Judith Sealander.
Dr. Philip G. Terrie, Dr. Barbara
Thayer-Bacon, Timothy Veach,
Dr. Robert Vincent and Dr. Usa
Wolford.
Dennis Wojtkiewicz, Dr. Tom
Wymer and Mark Zust.
tington's strategies are beyond
reasonable military strategies.
He also believes much of the disagreement that results from
Huntington's thesis is that the
ideas are based on a European
mental framework.
A professor at the University
of Vienna in Austria where he
received his doctorate, Potschka
later studied at the Max Planck
Institute. He also was visiting a
professor at the University of
Connecticut and has worked in a
research lab looking for an AIDS
vaccination.

How to spend
your college years
You should spend your college years wisely.
Study hard, have fun, and carry The Associates
MasterCard Card. You'll set:

•
•
•
•

3% cash back on purchases*
Discounts on brand name merchandise
No annual fee
Credit line up to $2,500

Call toO free 1-888-SEND-ONE.
•See Rebate Terms and Conditions accompanying the credit card

Associates National Bank (Delaware)
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Sports
Began stands out with team in mind

Jim TIKCO
Sports Editor
372-2602

The Blasting Post

□ Falcon midfielder Jay
Began cherishes team
goals over personal accomplishments.

OSUvs. VM:
Let the holy
war begin
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Two weekends ago, on-field
battles of four undefeated
schools were labeled by the
media as "Judgment Day."
Judgment Day? A mere
catch phrase for media types
on a higher level than The
News. This weekend should be
labeled as Judgment Day because the three biggest rivalries happened in college football
■ Auburn vs. Alabama - The
Iron Bowl. This heated intrastate rivalry has come down to
last play of the game the last
two seasons.
■ Florida vs. Florida State Perhaps not as significant as
last season, but the Gators still
hate the Seminoles and have a
chance of derailing the 'Noles'
national champioship hopes
with a victory.
And last but certainly not
least...
■ Ohio State vs. Michigan The 100th anniversary of their
first meeting.
There's only one way to describe this rivalry: War. Pure,
unmitigated war.
Being so close to the border
of Michigan, BGSU attracts
fans on both sides of the rivalry. Therefore, I will state right
now that I am not going to put
up a pretense of journalistic
objectivity in this column.
I'm a dyed-in-the-wool, fullblown, uninhibited Buckeye
fan.
Buckeye fans like me will
attest to the amount of mental
anguish that the Wolverines
have caused us over the past
few years. For the past two
seasons, the Buckeyes have
come in with teams that were
capable of winning the
national champioship. You
know what happened, I do not
care to describe it.
The Wolverines, however,
have had to endure several
seasons that would not be up to
their standards. As ESPN mentioned, previous to this season,
many analysts were begining
to think that the big "M"
stands for mediocrity.
This season, the roles are
reversed.
The Wolverines stand two
games away from a possible
national championship. The
Buckeyes stand with one blemish already implanted in
their record.
This year's meeting,
however, is reminiscent of
years past when the contest
pitted the two best teams in
the Midwest against each
other, period. Many readers
are probably too young to remember the years when the
Ohio State-Michigan battle
might as well have been the
Big Ten championship game
In the '70s and before, the
Big Ten consisted of Ohio
• See LEONARD, page seven.

By JIMTOCCO
The BC News
Jay Began Is used to standing
out.
Ever since Began started his
soccer career, people knew he
was something special.
He was a captain of his high
school team at BrecksvilleBroadview Heights High School
all four years. He was the MidAmerican Conference Newcomer of the Year his freshman
year at BG. And he has earned
First Team All-MAC all four
years here.
BG coach Mel Mahler calls him
"A real winner ... possibly the
best midfielder ever to play at
Bowling Green."
But still, Began is just trying to
be part of the team.
"Personal awards are a good
thing ...," he said. "But personally I don't like them because it
takes away from the team thing.
Bowling Green soccer is not individualistic in the least bit. You
come in here thinking you're going to be the best player and all
that, the team is going to whip
you into shape."
That's simply Jay Began's
nature. Everything he says conBC Nm Pholo by Jeremy Mania tains "we" or "us."
Began has established himself
Jay Began leads the Falcons into their third straight NCAA appearence
as an unselfish player, racking
Saturday.

up double digits in assists each of
the last two years. His total of 38
stands second on BG's all-time
list. He also stands sixth on BG's
all-time scoring list.
Despite those numbers, Began
still says that "My goals are pretty much all team-oriented."
Upon entering his third consecutive NCAA Tournament in
Saturday's 1 p.m. contest against
Colgate, Began says one of those
goals was reached.
"My goal coming into college
was to make the NCAA's," He
said. "If we hadn't made It, I
would have really regretted It.
Now I dont really have to look
back on my college experience
and regret anything."
Obviously, then. Began has begun to look at his college career
reflectively. Saturday, in fact,
will be the fifth consecutive
game which could have been his
last. He says that the Impending
end of his career is something
that weighs on his mind.
"It's definitely on your mind,"
he said. "During the week and
during practice, you never think
it's going to be your last game,
then before the game you realize
it could be. Then afterward, you
realize it isn't, which has been
pretty good."
And why shouldn't he miss it?
He's had the opportunity to play
with his friends for four years.
Some even longer. Teammates
Jon Giganti and Dan Kindl are
also from Brecksville-Broadview
Heights High School.
"It's special, really, because
they're my closest friends," he

Bowling Green Falcons
vs.
Marquette Golden Eagles
Saturday, Nov. 22,1 p.m.
MU Valley Field
Milwaukee, Wis.
said.
While Began begins writing the
final chapters of his college career, he's thinking ahead to what
he'll do after school.
He currently holds a 3.27 GPA
in purchasing and production,
but his current hopes are to play
professional soccer after school.
"I don't want to work for a living," he said. "That's for sure"
But in the meantime, he still
has the team to think about. Two
more wins, and he will have taken Bowling Green soccer the farthest it's ever been. That would
• See BEGAN, page seven.

leers' problems mounting BG volleyball loses in
It looks like the 2-9-1 Falcon
hockey team has traded one
problem for another.
Through the first ten games of
the season, BG had trouble scoring and relied on a solid defense
to keep games close. The past
two games, the offensive attack
appears to have come around a
little bit, but now defensive mistakes have cropped up.
The last two games have seen
BG give up 13 goals, in the form
of an 8-3 loss to Western Michigan and a 5-4 loss to Ohio State.
Before the Western game, the
Falcons had only relinquished 30
goals in ten games.
The frustrating thing is that
the defense has been generally
good, but has periodic breakdowns that cost the team dearly.
Most of these mistakes either result in penalties or odd-man
breaks.
"We didn't make the big mistakes in games for a long time,"
Falcon coach Buddy Powers said.
"It was little things that went
against us. In the last couple
games, we've made big mistakes
that gave up easy goals."
In fact, only one of Ohio State's
five goals came during evenstrength play. Two goals were
short-handed and two more were
scored on the power play.
Most of the Falcon mistakes
are still being attributed to the
youth of the defense. Not only

day's game against Ohio State,
three BG players will be suspended for this Friday's game
against Michigan.
B.J. Adams, Adam Edinger and
Louis Mass were assessed fighting majors and game disqualifications for their part in a minibrawl. Referee John LaDuke also
BG News
threw out three Ohio State
Sportewriter
players.
ra "It's going to hurt us a lot,"
forward Ryan Murphy said.
are there four freshmen on the "BJ. (Adams) Is a strong deblueline, but many of the vet- fenseman, Louis (Mass) is another strong defenseman and
erans lack experience also.
Adam (Edinger) is one of our top
forwards."
Price piles up the points
Neither Powers nor OSU coach
Team captain Brad Holzinger John Markell were pleased with
continues to lead the Falcons in LaDuke's call.
Powers hopes that the team
points scored with 11, but right
behind him and catching up is will use the suspensions as motivation.
junior right wing Dan Price.
"I want our guys to take it as
Price has bounced back
quickly after a preseason knee another challenge," Powers said.
injury. A goal and an assist in "You even have your backs more
Saturday's game against the to the wall and you can choose
Buckeyes moved him up to sec- how you want to respond. You
ond on the scoring list with eight can either feel sorry for yourself
points.
that three guys are out or you can
Dave Faulkner still leads the pick up the slack and play hardteam in goals by a healthy mar- er."
gin. His goal in Saturday's game
gave him six for the season. Injury report
Adam Edinger's four goals is
second best.
Antti Illvonen will be out for
the next two to three weeks, acThree suspended for Friday
cording to Powers. He has a
After an altercation in batur- bruised joint in his neck.

The BG News

MAC tourney opener
The BG News

BG, who entered the tournament as the No. 4 seed, hit a
season-low .057 percent. Ball
State connected on .418 percent of its kill attempts.
The Falcons were led by
Kris Pesorda with five kills,
while Melissa Lewis and Lori
Kemerer each had four.
Bowling Green concludes its
season with a 17-14 record.

MUNCIE, Ind. - The Bowling Green volleyball team was
defeated last night by Ball
State in the opening round of
the Mid-American Conference
tournament.
The Cardinals downed the
Falcons in three games, 15-0,
15-9,15-5.

Swimmers prepare
for pivotal weekend
By MIKE LEONARD
The BG News
Bowling Green coach Randy
Julian leaves no doubt as to the
significance of this weekend's
meet against Cleveland State.
"This is the biggest meet for
me as coach of the Falcons," Julian said.
It's important because Cleveland State is a meet that the Falcon women should win and Falcon men can win. If BG can pull
out the double victory Saturday
at Cooper Pool, Julian said that
he will be able to call his squad "a
good team."
"I think we're going to be raceready," Julian said. "If we lose,

Swimming
Notebook
versity of Toledo and dispatched
the Falcons easily in Cleveland
last season. The Viking women,
meanwhile, lost a close meet to
the Falcons. Julian describes the
then we lost (the meet) swimming damn well."
The Viking men upset the UniCleveland State women's team as
thin and weak.
Cleveland State will visit Cooper Pool at 1 p.m. this Saturday.
• See SWIMMERS, page seven.

PIGSKIN PICKS
Sponsored

352-9638
440 E. Court St.
Winner receives:

LARGE
ONE-ITEM PIZZA
Dine In only

Fill In your picks and return the ENTIRE form to Room 210 West Hall by 5 p.m. Friday. This week's winner be announced in next
week's PIGSKIN PICKS. In the event of a tie. the winner will be determined by RANDOM DRAW. One entry per week per person, please.
(

LAST WEEKS WINNER
Mardi Rush (8-2)
Prizes can be picked up at 204 West Hall

I

*
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Tribe, Marlins lose pitchers in draft
The Associated Press
PHOENIX (AP) - When last
seen together, Tony Saunders
and Brian Anderson were pitching in the snow during Game 4 of
the World Series.
They were linked again Tuesday amid palm trees and cactuses as the top two picks in
baseball's expansion draft.
The Tampa Bay Devil Rays
made Saunders the overall No. 1
choice, taking the rookie lefthander three weeks after he
helped the Florida Marlins complete their five-year zoom from
expansion losers to World Series
winners.
"It's an honor," said Saunders,
reunited with Tampa Bay manager Larry Rothschild, the Marlins' pitching coach until this
month. "That tells me I must
have done something right, that
they wanted me before anybody
else."
The Arizona Diamondbacks

Saunders
Anderson
followed by choosing Anderson, a
25-year-old left-hander not
protected by the Cleveland Indians.
"I enjoyed my time in Cleveland," he said. "I'm looking forward to being on a team that's
just starting out."
Young pitching was at a premium early, and prospects far
outnumbered veterans as both
teams made 14 picks in the first
round. Anaheim knuckleballer
Dennis Springer (Tampa Bay)
and White Sox catcher Jorge Fabregas (Arizona) were the only

players over 27 years old taken.
Stars such as Fred McGriff,
Eric Karros and Eric Davis were
passed over. But there was a
chance big-name players would
later be among the 35 picks by
each team, and that could set into
motion a lot of trades.
NL Cy Young winner Pedro
Martinez of Montreal, Marlins
pitcher Kevin Brown and Cleveland third baseman Matt Williams were mentioned prominently in trade speculation. No
deals were allowed to be announced, however, until after the
draft ended.
Boston pitcher Jeff Suppan and
New York Mets pitcher Cory Lidle were taken in the opening
round by Arizona, which will play
In the NL West. Colorado outfielder Quinton McCracken and
Houston outfielder Bob Abreu
were picked by Tampa Bay,
which will be in the AL East.
The cash-rich Diamondbacks,
who signed free agent shortstop

Jay Bell to a $34 million, fiveyear contract on Monday, were
also closing in on free agent reliever Roberto Hernandez.
The draft was held at the
Phoenix Civic Plaza, right across
the street from the Diamondbacks' new Bank One Ballpark.
Unlike the NFL draft, which
sparks wild cheers and boos from
the fans' gallery, there was little
reaction to the lesser-known
picks by the 75 supporters from
both Tampa Bay and Arizona.
At least baseball tried to make
the fans feel comfortable, decorating the hall with palm trees
and cactuses.
Tampa Bay, given the No. 1
pick when Arizona won the coin
toss and elected to take the second and third choices, got off to a
nice start with Saunders.
Saunders went 4-6 with a 4.61
ERA in his first season in the
majors, though he gained a lot of
notoriety by going 3-0 with a 1.65
ERA against Atlanta.

BGSU golf team, won his first
collegiate event, the 50-yard
freestyle, this weekend against
Iowa
The Falcons were also expecting big things out of Bill Rochl
and Matt Ellinger and the two
have not disappointed.

hampered by a head cold this
weekend at Illinois, but otherwise, the men's team is good
health.
"It affected (Stoltz's) swimming all weekend," Julian said.
"It was just an irritation ... but
there's nothing you can do about
it because a cold has to run its
course." On the women's side,
senior captain Jacqui McRae
continues to battle with a shoulder problem, although McRae
had some of her season's best
swims this past weekend.

^MEDIUM

QCMG8
A«ernathnt Clothing, • Wintsy Wear
• Beo-dedfVlOTip Jewelry • Import ed Crjars
• Clove; Cgmttes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Tapestries • Stickers • Posters •
S00. Tees • Potchwcrt Ports . Hair Glitter
(gold * silver) 4 wide assortment of
WKhsble color. • Body Purifiers (100%
guarantee) .Leather - podded vvool socks
•Scented oils & lotions •

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11:30-9
Sunday 19-6 354-0176

'
1 ITEM
/
PIZZA
/
/ Add Breadstcks
/<$225
•"=>—-...

;

175
$i

NO LIMIT;
HURRY!
Mon, Tuea,
\ Wed Only!

/

ipRso.^elloV

;l"TZZCr since 1964
Open 4pm Weekdays

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166
EXP. 11-26-97

Let your future be with
R.E. Management.
Stop by for a complete
apartment listing.

SWIMMERS
Continued from page six.
Freshmen stepping up

"In big meet situations, (in
Schloendorn) we really saw a
young lady that not afraid to
stand In front of the group and
swim fast," Julian said. The
women have also been aided by
the arrival of Jessica Blakemore,
a junior who was forced out of
the pool due to a shoulder Injury
coming out of high school.

Coming Into the season, the
Falcons needed strong performances from an excellent freshmen class. They have not been
disappointed.
Jen Jarjosa has been asked to
Infirmary report
perform at every distance of
freestyle this season - and has
The men's team has also seen The rash of injuries and illnesses
performed very admirably. their freshmen step up. Andy that has persisted the Falcons fiLikewise, Jeannine Schloendora Jenkins, who started training late nally seem to be subsiding.
due to his commitment to the
is letting her abilities show.
Senior captain Tom Stoltz was

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Apartments Available
Summer 98, Fall 98, Spring 97
• Heat included with rent • All New Appliances
• Campus Shuttle • 1 & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn.
• 1 & 2 Full Baths • 3 Great Locations
Call For
More

l>
o

BEGAN

LEONARD

out, he Is not used to standing
Continued from page six.
John Cooper's tenure.
alone.
Outside of Michigan, John Coprobably be Began's ultimate
oper's record is the second best
State, Michigan and everybody
"I Just want to our best game to
in history behind Hayes, yet with goal - to achieve great things
else. The forgotten "10 Years
with the team. Because even be our last," he said. "Because it
War" between Woody Hayes and every loss to the Wolverines, the
though Began is used to standing just means you gave it your all."
cries Increase for his removal as
Bo Schembechler was perhaps
the highlight of this great rivalry. coach.
Ohio State has a winning record
Reminds von nol i<>
That's the power of this rivalry.
against every team In the Big Ten
Gobble
The
entire
season
hinges
on
it.
- except Michigan. The WolverYOIII Tli.mks-'iviiiii
ines lead the series 53-35-6 inThis is war.
cluding a record of 1-7-1 during

Continued from page six.

****************************************************************
Talking about coop's

The BG News
Classified

Ads

DISCOVER EUROPE

Tun. Nov. tarn » Wed. Nov. 19th
'00pm. BA 4000
•Reo.istration » Financial Aid Into Available
For Mot* Ho: Dr. Chito. 372 8180 w
chtmo@cbaboiu.ecJu

372-6977
The BG Nc*> will mn knowingIv accept advctuvemenii
that dutnminaw. ta encourage di Mnitiination afainal an?
individual« git-ap on (he tail of race. t«i. coto*. cited.
religion, national oeigin. vciujl onenutioa. divatnliiy.
■latin a, a veteran, or on die baui of any other legally
protected Main*
The BG New* reaervea the nifti to decline, divcununuc
or revive any advertisement Mich at thote found to he
defamatory, lacking in factual haul, moleading or faiae
in nature All advenivenvmti are uibjecl to editing and
approval
The BG Newv.avalurumoprniotriepuMii.rrcogrirei
the impombility of preventing all of thia type of adverliving and therefore encourage* our reader* to beware
Alway* he familiar wttfi a buuncvi before vending money
or pro* iling pertonal credit information Pleavr rrmertv
her. if it voundv loo good to M true.it rarotvaWy b.
You can help u* by calling the adveniving department at
41907**605 waft your comntainu and vuggot.on* VVe
a>k ihai you pteaic pro* idr your name adore,, aral phnne
number, along with yiaar vpecifw commenu Wnh your
help we can make The BG Vw* a better puNicaiavn

CAMPUS EVENTS
ATTN; CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS" Need
SM. Cell For Keeps 3512232. uk lor Amy to
Inquire about an ereelient tundralstng opportunity^
eteyondM
Be on rj*e look oul
tor your Senior ActVtsotY Council
They're the ones *eerlng the gray
Senior Advisory Counol T-shlrB.
You can buy Beyond BG Senior Chalenge
tickets from Item looey "
CASH, CHECK. CHARGE. BURSAR
ieyondeO
CJO Meeting
Wed 9 15pt03BA
Guest Speaker: BCIAI
Everyone tare-co me

& career choices in IPC

Summer Study- Program in Names. France
rntorrrvaljon Meetings

Do you Itnow what to do In an emergency?
Tl HELP ARRIVES
TrhaTSdey. November 20ih
4:30pm
Student uYMon-Town Room
15.00 per person
Sign up in 330 Student Union
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Cell 372-7164
GET THE SCOOP
EESAB presents an mformation night on
cooperative learning or classroom managemenlThis Wed. at 7pm 3rd Boor Union
Graduate Student Social
BG vs. rVachigan Hockey Game
rn Nov 21 aiepm
al Ice Arena Lounge
Free Pizza « Pop
Al Graduates Welcome
Sponsored by Graduate Student Senate

November

Is

Native

American

HerHeoe

The office ol Multicultural Activities is
sponsoring a closed or cut television
program on Wed. Nov. 19.2:45pm
ThePrtmelUind
This can be seen on channel 3 in all
classrooms. Education 303 will be available
lot viewing. For more Into call 372-2343

Pte-departure Orientation
H you are studying abroad during spring aemesier 1990. please attend one ol the lakyw
ing sessions: Wedneeday, November 19 from
8:00-10:00pm or Saturday. November 22 trom
toooam 1200 noon. Both sessions are in
1104 Oflenhauer West. Call 372-0309 with
ctjeetons.

RELATIONSHIPS ON THE ROAD
PerformarioeBaldieaderWed. Nov. 199pm
Al are welcome I
Study Abroad/Financial Aid Meeting
come learn how your financial aid package applies ID your study abroad experience Thissesson will be held on Thursday. November
20 from 2 00-3 00pm in the Capital Room m
the Union. Call 372-0309 with questions

Would you lake to help over 900
truly, needy children? H so become
an angel tree volunteer" For more
inlormaoon please call Amy or
Dane t?354-5038 or come »
the Circle K meeting & 9:00pm
Wednesday - Ohio Suite. Umon.

SERVICES OFFERED
FACULTY ANO ADMINISTRATORS, Fairway
Press is accepting dissertations, rtvanusenpts.
and class notes lor publication Call lor sub
mission gudotnes, and ask about our print - on
■ demand servioes. (419) 227-1818.

Friday. November 2ist
8:00-»:30pm
Kretecher Silver River Cele
FREE III
Sponsored by UAO
Questions??? Call 372-7184

IPC CLUB
Nov 19 @7 00pm
Room115BA
SUEYOUNE

LAW SOCIETY
Tonight. Wed. Nov 19
Kaplan Testing Services

BGSU HOCKEY

The Office ol Multicultural Attain
Presents La Mesa Obttcue Lecture Series
'Searching For The Native Identity'
Wed, Nov. 19.1997
11 30am-12 30pm
Ohio Sune. Student Union
Or. Elizabeth Bishop
Instruclor.Dept c-t Ethnic Studies

TRIAL ANO ERROR
The 2nd most outrageous trial ol me
century Stanng Michael Richards A Jetl
Daniels Friday. Nov 21 st a Sat. Nov. 22nd
111 decamp
8:00pm A 11:00pm
Only $2 00
Sponsored by UAO
QueeBons? Cell 372-7184

H

E

This Weekend

Friday Night vs. Michigan
7:00 at the Ice Arena
Saturday Night vs. Michigan St
7:00 at the Ice Arena
There is a student ticket pick up for both of
these games. Get your tickets at the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office.

Students must have a valid BGSU I.D. and the
tickets are still free!

lVC^iVC

BllUards A Sparta Bur

Karaoke Contest; Every
Thursday 'til X-Mas! Prizes for
weekly winners!
Finals: Dec. 18th- $200 top
prize
Sat. Nov. 22nd: "Go Bucks!"
Tailgate Party! 2 Big Screen
TV's
18 A Over Welcome W/ ID
■

Village Green Apartments
2 blocks from Campus

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Sleeping bags, hiking boots.
Waterproofrbreathable ranwear & skiwear
tents, Rockdimbing. canoes, kayaks
Climes and tripe now available
Canoe Shop 140 River Rd Waterville. OH
(419)878-3700
www.trieCanoeshop.com
Pregnant??

9{gw Leasing

FREE Pregnancy Teen.
CONF IDE NT IAL and CARING
364-4*173 BQPfecjnefit-y Center

PERSONALS
Interested m tunes and laughs'
MMRaybum
Musician and Comedian

CAMPUS QUAR

FreeCaahOranlsl
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical
tuns Never Repay. Toll Free
1 -600-218-9000 Ext G 2076

Jail 98 & Spring 99
One & Two 'Bedrooms furnished and Unfurnished
lor 2 Bedroom summer only limited available

480 Lehman

BGSU

OPHHOPHIBOPHIB
Congralulanons to Sarah PtBrttsr
snd Shauna Mate tor being
selected as University Ambassadors
Way to go i
a PHI B O PHI B Q PHI B

PRINTING SERVICES

a PHI ■ a PHI B a PHI B

For all your printing & copying needs.
Right here on CAMPUS!!

The sisters ol Gemma Ph. Beta
Congratulate Sleph Turner on being
inducted into Order of Omega
We are very proud of youl
0 PHI B O PHI 8 O PHI B

* Free pick-up and delivery service
* Full bindery services
* Variety of paper colors and stocks
* Handbooks, flyers, newsletters
* Black and white transparencies
* Full finishing capabilities

Applications for
Spring '98
BG News Editor
are now being
accepted
Application forms

ma be

Y

354-3533

Located: Park Avenue Warehouse
Phone:372-2216

Picked up

l^JC^YYkJ at 204 West Hall

Clip & Save!!!
Redeem this coupon and receive

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, November 25, 1997

10/C OJj your next purchase!!!
(Valid for purchases of $5.00 or more)
.

Offer ends 1/1/98

.
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1111 Spring Brew Bahamas Party Cnjiaei 6
days I279i Includaa meals, traa parmti Gal a
group Go free1 Pncas inaeasa soon • Save
$50' spnngr>reaktfave) com 1-800-678-6386
INTRAMURAL PRACTCUM APPLICATIONS
FOR SPRING 1998 ARE DUE PICK UP AP
PLICATIONS FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT
ANO RECREATION MAJORS IN 130 PERRY
HOUSE ANO RETURN TO THE M OFFICE
BY NOVEMBER 25 1997
KKO' KKQ' KKO • KKO' KKO' KKO
Way K> go Jaaalca Arquatta lor completing
ina Marathon I We are ao proud ol you I

1111 Spnng Break Cancun A Jamaica $379'
Book Early - Save' Get a group ■ Go Free!
Panama dry $129' South Boacft (Bars Close
5am) $1291 aprmgbreaktravel com
i BOO 678 6386

Congratulations Bath Bonneau on your lavaliermg to Stgma Phi Epaikyi's Chriallan SMo.
KKO • SKI EP • KKO • SIO EP • KKO
Phi Mu ' Harlay Marley ■ Phi Mu
Ckjafi
Wave been up town.
We've rode the high seas.
Wave parsed in the barn..
This time wa are going to get down i
Get excited for Saturday'
Ph. Mu ' Hartey Marley' Phi Mu

1 or 2 subieasers kx Jan. 10 May tor 2 bedroom
apt. on Fourth Si. Pay only alec lights*
M25/mo Call 352 97S8

PREGNAKT? NEED HELP?
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION
A warm, oaring couple wil give your baby a lifetime ol love, security & wonderful opportunities. Please call Karol A Rob at
1-800-292-5363 or call 1*00-927-7222 ft aak
tor Karol ft Rob's profile ol i^nformaPon.

1 Ticket tor Dae 20th Graduation
Will Day kx nckei a phone call
Tina Pribulakl 440-3SS-612S
1 10 2 subieasers needed
Call Chris or Brian @ 352 2472

RELATIONSHIPS ON THE ROAD
PerformanceBatcfteWerWed Nov 199pm
All are welcome I

KKO' KKO' KKO' KKO' KKO' KKO
KKO • SKJ EP • KKO • SKI EP • KKO

i Graduation ticket needed
Call 372-5877

2 Graduation Tckeu Needed
Call 352 8331

THE COOKIE BASKET
One Dozen Fresh Baked Cookies in a Wicker
Basket Its wrapped A ribboned lor Si 5'
Free Delivery In BG*
Call 1-688 504 3587 toorderl!

3 Graduation tickets for December
Will pay cash Call David 970-484-8744

College of Education Decemeber Graduation
tickets needed. If you are not attending or have
auras please call Adam 874 6283

Need Graduation Tickets - Will pay
Can Chris. 372-5773

Desperate for Graduation Tickets
Call 353-0247

Want to look thinner ft healthier'' Winter
Blahs? Campus Tanmng. $25/mo Unlimited
352-7889.

CALL US!
353-MEGA
(6 3 4 2)

1616E.WOOSTER

Mala Subleaser Wanlad
New Frazae Apia. 3 Bdrm, 2 Bath,
Fireplace, 3 other roomalaa.
CaN tor Info- 352 2803 or call collect
21(471-3783

We want to adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption of a beautiful baby boy. Today we hope to
be just aa lortunate by locating a mother who
finds us to be the right family for her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business We work at home which
allows us tons of time to be together Our son
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
1 888«10-2S55

^zr ijj*. £,3

Need Graduation Tickets
Call Mike at 354 1292
Win pay money
One Subleaaer needed ASAP
Thru June tor new duplei Lg kilchervltving
room and bedroom Very close to campus
353 5144

WANTED

FREE Delivery or 15 Min.pkk-up
sssssssssxsssssss,

The Domino's Meal Plan

f CHOOSE AN* 2 5

Mention this ad when ordering

LARGE PEP

/• 7" 11tem Pizza
'•Huge Breadsticks

$5.99|*
One Large One Item Pizza
»F1 r DISH SI 00 EXTRA NOT
i MID WITH ANY OTHER
)l PEP fcXPim.S I-6-9J

MEGA DEAL

Any Size Pizza

|

With Up To 9 Items

/

$4.75

352-5166
\•
Open 4 pm
Lunch weekends

; pEicFc,loV

'

Sublease* needed for Spnng
Close to campus I19S plus utilities
Call 354-2703
Subleaser needed lor Spring Sem. 2 bdrm.
furn. Across from BW 3s. Rani is negotiable
Call 'or more info 354 4337
Urgent
Need Graduation Ticket
Wil Pay
Call 372 1631

WANTED:
3 DEC GRADUATION
TICKETS Will pay I
Call Jen 353-7905

FALCON COMBO

EVENT MARKETING

$9.99

Student Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing needs a reliable,
professional, outgoing , goal oriented event
manager to execute promotions for university
sponsored marketing program.

NOT VALID WrTH ANY OTHER
OFFER EXPIRES 1*98

DOUBLE LARGE

$12.99#Jfc
Two Large Two Item
Pizzas
I

I

BCTHA NOT VALID

upain i fcfls

DOUBLE MEDIUM

$10.99#Jj>j
Two Medium Two Item
I _
Pizzas

I^adM-V
■" M i-.MRA NOT VALID
Sfc^y .v rlAMYOTHHIOnil
bXPIRfiS i *>m

I

$1500 weakly potential mailing our onculars
Free information. Call 410-347-1475

FOR SALE

Duple* house with 1 bedrroom and yard Subleaser needed by Dec 25th $440 per month
including all utilities 353 5266

14.4 Fax/Modem Spkr Phone and AT 8 T
cordless phone $35 each Call 373 6069

Efl and 2 BDRM apt
Avail now or 2nd Semester
NO PETS 353-8206 Ofl 354 8206

1994 Honda Heli.
(Scooter) For Sale
Call: 353-8127

CLEVELAND/AKRON STUDENTS
Great Part Time Job OppornmHkwII
Home City Ice offers FLEXIBLE hours and
EXCELLENT pay for its employees during oie
school year and summer break 8-40 hours per
weekJoba average $8 50-10 00/hour
Call Brian or Tommy Toil-Free
800478-5388
Please call us during your winter break to inter
viw and apply.

Computer for Sale
488 MulbMadia Complete System
Internet ready $435
Upright Freezer tor Sale 175

Bob 0 669- 3393

CRUISE SHIP I LANO TOUR EMPLOYMENT - Discover how to work in exotic locations, meet fun people, while earning a living in
these exciting industries' For employment intormatkyi.call 5173360571 Ext C55441
Dancers • Now hiring tor the
• 1 Gentlemen's Cluj m Toledo.
Travel A magazine modeling available
DejaVu 419-531 -0079
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT Discover
how to work in America's Parks. Forests 8
Wildlife Preserves. Competitive wages e Bonuses! Seasonalryear-round. For employment
information, call.1517) 324 3081 e<1 N55441

GREAT GIFT IDEA
Exclusive BGSU Throw Blanket. Beautiful design only $5995 For Keeps Dowtown Between Ace 8 Ben Franklin Call 353 2232 10 or
der

NOW AVAILABLE
1 A 2 BEDROOM APTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL 352-9378 FOR RATES.

Guitar Amplifier Hall Stack Carvm 3200 mas
tar tube theories 100 wait head A 400 wan 4 1
12 cabinet. Owned lass than 8 mo Excellent
cond Call353-5144

NOW RENTING
19M SPRING SEMESTER
Call 352-9378 lor info

Mobil Home For Sale- Weston
14 x 65 Very good condition
$8900 Owner financing available

Single home-owner seeking two or three
grad.students lo share very nice 4 bdrm house
onWiniergarden. Just off Poe Rd Internaoonalstuoents welcome Call 436-5672 days.
260 6966 evenings.

PowerBook 170 87200/14.4. $565 . tax
PowerBook 170 8/80/14.4. $495 . tax
Can Paul at 353 7285
SEIZED CARS from $178. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevys, BMW's. Corvettes. Also Jeeps.
IWD's Your Area Toll Free 1-800-218 9000
ext. A-2076 for current listings.
•95 Accord. Fully loaded, tint leather.
CO. moon roof. 24,000 mi Call 353-2197

FOR RENT
Part time office cleaning. Evenings, over
Thanksgiving 8 Chnstmas break 15-20 hrs.
per week Call 35? 56??

1-4 subieasers needed for spnng semester
very dose locampus. call 353-4194

Pizza Hut Now Hmng shift managers. Both locanons. Good pay. Benefits. Apply in person.
I502E Woosler
Toledo Country Club now hmng for part time
holiday help Banquet staff, wait staff and bus
ser positions available. Above average pay
rale for all positions. Scholarship opportunities
available. Day and evening shifts wanted WI1
happily work with class schedules Apply in
person or call for more information @<419)
382 3416

Houses a Duplexes for '96 "99 school year
i to 4 person homes available
12 month leases only starting in May
Sieve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)
Houses, 1 A2bdrm.furn.apta. lor
1996 99 school year 352 7454

Pentax 3Smm. 170mm telemacro AF Zoom
camera $175 Pachinko (pmball machine) $50.
Call 352-1350

Hickory Farms is now hiring full and part-time
seasonal Order Entry personnel to input orders
into our order processing system. Positions are
open on day. evening, and third shifts dunng
the week and on weekends--4. 6, and 8 hour
shifts available. Must have basiccomputer and
typing skills. Positions are also open lor dencal
personnel. Attendance incentives, generous
employee discount, and professional supervision. Apply in person atour corporate offices
Mon 8 Tues. from 9 00am-7:00pm, or Wed-Frl
from 9:00am-5:00pm Hickory Farms. 1505 Holland Rd. Maumee, OH 43S37E.OE.
HICKORY FARMS

Female Subleaser Wanted $>66/mo
Close to campus Call 353-2191

For sale 89 While Toyota Corolla w/ sunroof.
83.000 miles. $2500. automatic Call (419)
242-9650

Bob @ 669-3393
ORDER ENTRY
SEASONAL
IS 75-$8 25-.

SouthS-de Self Storage now
renting all sizes al 993 S Main

353 8206 or 354 8206
Storage Avail. 5i 10 -10x30 units
Call 354-2260
Subleaser needed lor Spnng '98. Furnished elfioeny apartmeni Close to campus, laundry
facilities Call Chris at 352-5642
Subleaser wanted lor spring and summer semesters 1 bedroom apartment m Hillsdale
Complex t3S0/mo Call 354-1302
Sublet 2 side by side emciences connected by
entryway Large storage space Ideal for 2
friends but will sublet separately $360 each
347 N. Mam St Apt. C & D. Call 3520185
(leave message)
Two Bdrm, one bath house m BG
Avail. Jan Ht.negot. PetsO.K
Call 354 2285

1-4 subieasers needed for next semester
2 blocks from campus Call 354-2427
2 Bdrm, 605 5th st Apl.C
Aval. Jan 1 st $350 plus utilities
Sieve Smith 352-8917
2 bedroom. 1 bath, furnished apt located on
2nd St. Avail lor second semester Call
354 4063

Wanted 100 students. Lose 8 - 100 Da. New
metabolism breaktirough. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed. S30 cosi. Free gift.
1 800 8560916

ISPRIN6 BREAK '98

|
■

One Medium Two Item Pizza.
Two Coca-Cola* &
One Order nf Twisty Bread

11000 WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home lor
12 00 each plus bonuses F/T. P/T Make
$800.weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies For
details, send one stamp 10. N-161.12021 VV.I
shire Brvd Suite 552, Los Angeles. CA 90025

HELP WANTED

, Nol Vase With Any Othsr Oner • Eirxrei 12r31iG7//

H I i DISK ii HXTRA DOLBLfc
MBA NOTVAUD.'ANV
(ITHtRI»>ER tXPtRES !•«-«■

I
I
I

pr»R
FOR

/•7Whgs
^ • 4 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks/
' JUST ASK! SPECIAL! '
J
FREE DELIVERY ''
/
/
/
/

$8.99
|

Sublease* needed for spring jem
New furn clean apt. w/own bed/bathroom
Close to campus For info call 353-7052

Wednesday, November 19, 1997

CANCUN
MAZATLAN
SOUTH PADRE JAMAICA

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe Rd. Studio apt,
Laundry on site. 230/mo.
avail. In Jan. call 353-5800

WE USE ONLY

PUP *IED
W/ ER

Management Inc.
830 Fourtn St, 1 bdrm-gas
heat A/C starting
340/mo+eiec/gas. Avail. Jan
Call 353-5800

LOWEST PRICES 6UARANTEEDI

FREE

"ALL INCLUSIVE"

CA

PARTY PAK

Management Inc.

(Mat 199 H'-Rfrr-UMiTTDC^TIl*

ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP
1

EARN CASH & 00 FOR FREE'

■ 1-800-SURF5-UP

.www studenlexpress com

* Excellent pay
* Part time position
* For '97 - '98 school year
* Nationwide program
* All expense paid training
conference

U6 Nonh Main

Bowling Green

Now Leasing for Fall ol
1998!!! Stop by 1045 N. Main
for a complete listing or call
353-5800.

Thursday, November 20, 1997
4:30 pm
Student Union Town Room

Call Michelle at
1-800-377-1924
for information and to schedule an interview

$5.00 per person

/?

^ $■ ^^

I
I
■

PROMOTIONS

We accept competitors' coupons
for like Product & Service

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student affairs/recsports
DEMONSTRATION
Life Fitness 9500HR Cross-Trainer
i»E ■asm ruttinu
ore
ErjureacHT E«CT
The Cross Trainer
will be on
demonstration
Nov. 18 - Dae. 8
In the SRC T.V.
Lounge. Stop by
and give ua your
feedback.

Ml

>-gg>'rawavjj

Holiday Ski Trip
to HSPEN
5fc

INTRAMURALS
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
• Track & Field
(Men's & Women's) - Nov. 20
Entries due by 4:00 pm in 130
Perry Field House on due date.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Basketball and Team Handball
Officials needed lor Spring Semester.
Complete Application and Spring class
schedule in 130 Perry Field House by
January 16. Take home test must be
returned by January 16.

SPECIAL EVENTS

January 3-11, 1998
# Trip includes 6 nights
in luxury condos

iys of Wcllncss
December 1-12
During the 12 days of
Wellness you'll focus on
3 key areas, exercise,
nutrition and stress
management.

SI

For more information,
contact Bryan Haunert
©372-2713.

HI
For more information,
call Cat Cramp @ 372-7481

Sign-ups begin Monday, November 3rd in 330 Student Union.
Questions? Call 372-7164!

Sponsored By:
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Homecoming and Sales Directors Wanted
UAO Seeks 2 energetic and motivated people for the
positions of Homecoming '98 and Campus Sales
Directors. Applicants must have 1 semester college
experience and be in good academic standing. Apply at
330 Student Union until November 19th . Interviews.
will be held Nov. 20,21, and 22.
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